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Abstract
Background

Frailty is a common geriatric condition due to aging, de�ned as a decrease in the functional reserve to
maintain the homeostasis. As part of the aging process, body composition changes occur. This study
investigated the relationship between body composition and frailty in a community-dwelling elderly
Korean population.

Methods

This cross-sectional cohort study analyzed data of 2,385 elderly participants (aged 70–84 years, 1131
males and 1254 females) of the Korean Frailty and Aging Cohort Study from 2016 to 2017. Body
composition, including total and trunk fat masses and fat-free mass, were measured with dual-energy X-
ray absorptiometry. Fat mass index (FMI), trunk fat mass index (TFMI), and fat-free mass index (FFMI)
represented total fat mass, trunk fat mass, and fat-free mass according to height. Based on the frailty
index developed by Fried, we compared the frail and non-frail groups. Poor physical performance
assessed with the short physical performance battery score of <9 is considered frailty. To evaluate the
relationship between the variables, simple and fully adjusted multivariable logistic regression analyses
were performed according to sex.

Results

Among the participants, 462 (19.3%) were de�ned as the frail group, with a signi�cantly high mean age of
77.9±4.0 years. In the logistic regression analysis of frailty based on body mass index (BMI) categories,
underweight (BMI<18 kg/m2) participants showed a high incidence of frailty in both sexes. BMI showed
an association with frailty only in males. In both sexes, FFMI was associated with a lower incidence of
frailty, which was statistically signi�cant in the fully adjusted models. In the female, fat-related indexes
including body fat percentage, FMI, and TFMI showed a signi�cant association with poor physical
performance. In contrast, males with low FFMI only showed a signi�cant association with poor physical
performance.

Conclusions

Frailty closely correlated with FFMI in both sexes. The poor physical performance associated with frailty
correlated with fat-related body composition in females and fat-free mass in males owing to the
difference in body composition between the sexes. In the assessment of frailty, body composition and
sex-related differences should be analyzed.

Background
Frailty is a common geriatric condition due to aging, de�ned as muscle weakness and a decrease in the
physiological ability to maintain homeostasis, that increases the risk of adverse health outcomes such as
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procedural complications, hospitalization, falls, disability, and death.[1, 2] Although aging is the major
cause of frailty, other associated factors, including lower educational level, smoking, alcohol, being single,
ethnicity, depression, lack of exercise, poor nutrition, chronic comorbidities, intellectual disability, and
social isolation, were reported.[3-5] According to a systematic review based on 21 cohort studies of
61,500 participants, the prevalence of frailty in the community-dwelling elderly ranged from 4.0% to
59.1%, depending on the frailty criteria and study population. An average of 10.7% of the participants
aged >65 years were de�ned as frailty.[6]

Owing to prolonged life expectancy and an increased elderly population, the prevalence of frailty was
also increased with aging.[7] The prevalence rates of frailty were 3.2%, 5.3%, 9.5%, 16.3%, 25.7%, and 23%
in the 65- to 70-, 71- to 74-, 75- to 79-, 80- to 85-, 86- to 90-, and >90-year age groups, respectively.[7]
Previous studies revealed that the implementation of exercise programs and nutritional supplementation
might reverse or prevent frailty. Therefore, identifying and preventing frailty are crucial issues from the
public health perspective because frail elderly are in need extra medical attention and substantial
socioeconomic costs.[8]

Obesity prevalence increases after middle age, but its prevalence differs according to sex in the elderly
population.[9] Recent data from Korea indicated that the prevalence of obesity among males was 37.8%
in the 50- to 60-year age group and 39.7% in the 60- to 70-year age group, but decreased to 30.3% in the
>70-year age group. By contrast, in females, the prevalence rate was 32.5% in the 50- to 60-year age
group, 40.7% in the 60- to 70-year age group, and 42.2% in the >70-year age group, showing increases
with age.[10, 11] This is because female elderly have less essential metabolism and energy consumption
than male elderly, and the higher the age, the more easily fat accumulates. With aging, muscles decrease,
and fat tissue increases.[12] A decrease in muscle and an increase in fat mass can occur without total
weight change.[13] Indeed, according to a 10-year prospective study in the elderly with an initial age of
60.7 years, males showed a 1.2-kg gain in body fat without changes in body weight, and females showed
1.2-kg body weight increase, mostly fat mass.[14] The body composition changes due to aging are
characterized by the accumulation of fat in the abdominal cavity, liver, and especially intra-muscle.[15]
Therefore, when studying obesity in the elderly population, not only body mass index (BMI) but also body
composition and sex-related differences must be examined. As body composition changes with aging,
increased both body mass index (BMI), representing weight per height in meter squared, and body
composition are necessary as diagnostic criteria for obesity in the elderly.[16]

The decreased or increased BMI affecting on frailty has been studied, decreased BMI is associated with a
decrease in skeletal muscle mass due to aging.[17] And an increase in BMI as obesity causes increased
deposition of lipid within muscle �bers with aging, and lipid in�ltration contributes to reduced muscle
strength.[18] Based on the literature, the correlation between frailty and BMI, and the results were
controversial. A study that used data from the National Health and Nutrition Survey, aged ≥60 years,
showed that BMI was higher in frail participants.[19] Still, a recent study in China, aged >65 years, showed
that underweight participants with a BMI of <18.5 kg/m2 had a high risk of frailty, but obesity ≥30 kg/m2

did not increase the risk of frailty.[20] With height decreased and body composition changes in old age.
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Recent studies also showed that BMI alone is not an adequate measurement of underlying changes in
fat-free mass (FFM) and body fat mass during aging. Fat mass index (FMI), trunk fat mass index (TFMI),
FFM index (FFMI), and body fat percentage (BFP) are useful parameters for evaluating body composition
by effectively eliminating differences in height.[21, 22]

The present cross-sectional study investigated the relationship between body composition including FMI,
FFMI, BFP, and frailty in community-dwelling elderly Koreans. Although no gold standard for the
diagnosis of frailty has been established, the cardiovascular health study (CHS) frailty index by Fried is
the most cited and widely used for risk assessment and epidemiological studies. The short physical
performance battery (SPPB) is a useful screening tool for identifying decreased physical performance.
We hypothesized that correlations exist among frailty, poor physical performance, and body composition
parameters.

Methods
Data and study population

By using data from 2016 to 2017 of the Korean Frailty and Aging Cohort Study (KFACS), we investigated
the association between frailty and body composition in community-dwelling elderly aged between 70
and 84 years. The goal of the KFACS was to conduct a nationwide study in Korea to identify the
prevalence and prevent frailty in community dwellers.[23] Participants were recruited from diverse
circumstances, including housing complexes, community welfare or health centers, and outpatient clinics
to minimize selection bias. All participants were informed of the use of the data for research in this study.
Among the 3,014 participants, those with severe dementia with a Mini‐Mental State Examination in the
Korean version (MMSE-KC) score of <9, Parkinson’s disease, history of cerebrovascular and
cardiopulmonary diseases, inability to complete the frailty questionnaire and SPPB test, and no dual-
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) data, were excluded (a total of 629 participants). From 10 centers,
including eight hospitals and two public health centers in South Korea, 2,385 participants (1,131 men and
1,254 women) were recruited. Trained researchers individually interviewed and tested the participants.
The sociodemographic data collected included age, sex, years of education (<6, 7–12, and >13 years),
marital status, monthly income (<1, 1–3, and >3 million Korean won; 1 million won is approximately 900
US dollars), and location of residence (urban or rural). Personal habits such as smoking (>1 cigarette per
week) and alcohol (at least once a week) were also recorded. Chronic comorbidities that affect metabolic
syndrome, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, and musculoskeletal diseases such as
osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and depression, were also evaluated. All the cohort data that support the
�ndings of this study are available from KFACS and open to all researchers upon reasonable research
requests. All published articles and news articles using the KFACS database, data provision manuals, and
contact information are available at the KFACS website (http://www.kfacs.kr). The KFACS study protocol
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of Kyung-Hee
University Medical Center, and all the participants provided written informed consent (IRB No. 2015-12-
103).
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Frailty

Although there is no gold standard for diagnosis as frailty, the CHS frailty index by Fried is the most cited
and widely used for risk assessment and epidemiological studies. The Short Physical Performance
Battery(SPPB) is a useful screening tool for identifying decreased physical performance.

CHS frailty scale To identify frailty, we used the modi�ed Korean version of the CHS frailty scale by Fried.
[24, 25]The validity and reliability of the Korean version of the CHS frailty scale did not differ from the
CHS frailty score.[26] The CHS frailty scale is widely used and the most cited frailty scale and is useful
for screening and identifying frailty.[7] It is composed of a questionnaire with �ve components, namely
unintentional weight loss, weakness, exhaustion, slowness of walking speed, and reduced physical
activity level. Frailty was con�rmed if ≥3 of the �ve components were ful�lled. (1) Weight loss was
de�ned as an unintentional weight loss of >4.5 kg or 5% of the body weight in the previous year. (2)
Weakness was measured as the handgrip strength (HGS) on both sides, twice on each side, in a sitting
position. The highest value was assessed by using a hand dynamometer (JAMAR, Bolingbrook, IL, USA).
Weakness was de�ned as a decreased HGS to <26 kg for men and <18 kg for women. (3) Exhaustion was
de�ned when the participants were asked, “Did you feel hard about everything?” or “Did you feel that you
can’t do anything?” and answered ≥3 days per week. (4) Reduced walking speed was de�ned as a
walking speed of <1 m/s measured twice over a 4-m walking distance at the usual pace. (5) Reduced
physical activity was de�ned as a low-calorie consumption for a week calculated according to sex
(<494.65 kcal for men and <283.50 kcal for women) based on the short-term International Physical
Activity Questionnaire.

Physical performance The SPPB is a useful screening tool for identifying poor physical performance and
frailty syndrome in the elderly population.[27] The SPPB score only objectively measures lower limb
physical performance but also is highly associated with adverse health outcomes such as fall risk,
disability, and mortality, even in high-functioning older adults.[28] It consists of three tests, including
standing balance, gait speed in a 4-m walk, and a timed test of 5 repeated chair stands. Each test is
scored from 0 to 4. Adding the scores in the 3 categories, the total score ranges from 0 to 12, and a higher
score indicates better physical performance.[29] In previous studies, SPPB scores of ≤ 9 showed 81–92%
sensitivity and 52–80% speci�city for identifying frailty and were associated with an increased risk of all-
cause mortality.[28, 30] Thus, these cutoff points were used to classify the participants with poor physical
performance.

Body composition

The participants’ height and weight were measured. BMI was calculated as body weight in kilograms
divided by the height in square meters (total body weight [kg]/height [m]2). Body compositions, including
total and trunk fat masses and FFM, were measured by DXA (GE Medical Systems Lunar, Madison, WI,
USA). FMI and TFMI were calculated as the total fat mass and trunk fat mass according to height
squared, respectively (fat mass [kg]/height [m]2).[21, 31] FFMI was calculated as the total weight except
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for the total fat mass, divided by height squared (FFM [kg]/height [m]2).[22] Body fat percentage (BFP) is
the total mass of fat divided by total body weight multiplied by 100.

Statistical analyses

The demographic characteristics were analyzed on the basis of the frail and non-frail groups of
participants. The Student t test was used for the continuous variables (height, weight, BFP, BMI, FMI,
TFMI, FFMI, WBC, Hb, and MMSE-KC) and the chi-square test, for the categorical covariables (BMI
categories, years of education, marital status, income per month, location of residence, smoking, alcohol,
and comorbidities). The results are presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) or numbers (%)
according to the characteristics of the variables. Univariate and multivariate analyses were performed
using logistic regression models and used to evaluate the odds ratio (OR). The analyses were used to
examine the associations between BMI, each body composition as an independent variable, and frailty as
the dependent variable. Multivariate logistic regression analyses were fully adjusted for multiple
correlations between frailty and other potential confounders. Potential confounding variables such as
age, years of education, location of residence, depression, marital status, monthly income, and metabolic
syndrome comorbidities, including diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, hypertension, and musculoskeletal
diseases were fully adjusted in the multiple regression analysis. The same analyses were repeated using
BMI, FMI, TFMI, and FFMI as covariates. As each body composition parameter showed multicollinearity,
with a variance in�ation factor (VIF) value of >10, the parameters were analyzed separately. Coe�cients
were indicated as 95% con�dence intervals (CIs). As body composition differs signi�cantly between the
sexes, the statistical data were divided into sex groups. The collected data were analyzed using IBM
SPSS Statistics version 23.0 for Windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). P values of <.05 were considered
statistically signi�cant.

Results
Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of the participants based on frailty. Among the participants,
462 (19.3%) were de�ned as the frail group according to the Fried frailty criteria, and 1923 (80.7%) who
showed robustness or pre-frailty were de�ned as the non-frail group. The mean age of the total
participants was 76.4 ± 3.8 years and was signi�cantly higher in the frail group (77.9±4.0 years). The
total fat mass, FFMI, and BMI were signi�cantly lower in the frail group, but no signi�cant differences in
BFP and FMI were found between the groups. The demographic data of the frail group showed lower
number of years of education, income, and MMSE scores (P < .001). On the basis of the BMI categories,
the frail group showed a high proportion of underweight participants (P < .001).

Baseline body compositions of participants based on sex are presented in Table 2. BMI and fat mass-
related indexes including BFP, FMI, and TFMI, total fat mass, and trunk fat mass were signi�cantly higher
in females (P < .001) whereas FFMI was higher in males (P < .001).
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Table 3 shows the univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of frailty according to BMI
category. On the basis of normal weight (BMI of 18–25 kg/m2) as a reference, the underweight (BMI < 18
kg/m2) participants showed a higher incidence of frailty in both sexes. After adjusting for the
confounding factors such as age, alcohol, smoking habit, monthly income, years of education,
hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, and depression, the correlation was still signi�cant in males and
females (OR, 2.92; 95% CI, 1.39–6.15 and OR, 2.80; 95% CI, 0.70–8.07, respectively). The results of the
unadjusted and fully adjusted logistic regression analyses of poor physical performance (SPPB score ≤
9) based on BMI categories did not show any statistical correlation with the BMI categories in both sexes
(data not shown).

Table 4 shows the univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of frailty according to BMI and
body composition parameters. In males, BMI was associated with an incidence of frailty, which was
statistically signi�cant in the unadjusted and fully adjusted models (OR, 0.926; 95% CI, 0.880–0.975 vs
OR, 0.914; 95% CI, 0.864–0.967). Moreover, in males, FFMIs showed an association with incidence of
frailty in the unadjusted and fully adjusted models (OR, 0.808; 95% CI, 0.737–0.885 vs OR, 0.812; 95% CI,
0.736–0.896). In females, FFMI correlated with an incidence of frailty in the fully adjusted model (OR,
0.891; 95% CI, 0.798–0.995) but not in the unadjusted model. The other body composition parameters
including BFP, FMI, and TFMI showed no signi�cant correlations in both sexes.

Table 5 shows the univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of poor physical performance
(SPPB score ≤ 9) according to body composition parameters. In males, FFMI showed an association with
incidence of poor physical performance in the unadjusted and fully adjusted models (OR, 0.836; 95% CI,
0.748–0.935 vs OR, 0.865; 95% CI, 0.767–0.974). In females, the fat-related indexes including BMI (OR,
1.058; 95% CI, 1.008–1.111), BFP (OR, 1.034; 95% CI, 1.008–1.061), FMI (OR, 1.090; 95% CI, 1.023–
0.161), and TFMI (OR, 1.121; 95% CI, 1.014–1.240) showed an association with incidence rates of poor
physical performance in the fully adjusted models but not FFMI.

Discussion
The results of this study showed that the difference in body composition between the sexes in�uenced
frailty and poor physical performance. Body composition was mainly divided into two components, fat-
related mass and FFM. In this study, frailty was related to FFMI in both sexes. FFM was composed of
skeletal muscle mass, body cell mass, total body water, and bone mineral mass, and used to compare
skeletal muscle mass, which is a major component of FFM.[32] Our results showed that among the body
components, skeletal muscle mass is closely related to frailty. However, in the case of BMI, males showed
a high incidence of frailty as BMI decreased, whereas females showed no statistically signi�cant
incidence of frailty in relation to BMI. This result coincides with a report that unintentional weight loss out
of frailty component was more incident in males.[33]

For poor physical performance, high BMI and the fat-related indexes BFP, FMI, FFMI, and TFMI were found
to be statistically relevant in the females. In males, high FFMI lowered the incidence of poor physical
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performance. This means that the body compositions of males and females affect physical performance
differently. This could be explained by several reasons. With aging, the change in body composition
appears differently between the sexes. In males, the FFM peaks in the mid-30s, but in females, FFM is
stable until around the age of 50 years and then decreases thereafter.[34] In the elderly, females have a
trend of more easily accumulating fat because of the low essential metabolism and energy consumption
than males. Moreover, after menopause, because of the decreases in the levels of the sex hormones,
skeletal muscles decrease and fat mass increases.[35] In males with early age skeletal mass reduction,
maintenance of skeletal mass had a more signi�cant effect on frailty in the elderly.[34] Nevertheless, in a
fully adjusted model, both sexes showed a statistically signi�cant FFMI, which re�ects that among the
body compositions, FFM is the most critical factor of frailty.

In the previous studies, the relationship between obesity de�ned by BMI and frailty was investigated, but
results were controversial. In a cross-sectional analysis of community-dwelling women aged 70 to 79
years, an obesity BMI of >30 kg/m2 was signi�cantly associated with frailty even when adjusted for
covariates (OR, 3.52; 95% CI, 1.34–9.13).[36] In a longitudinal study in Spain with 3.5 years of follow-up,
among the 287 participants aged >65 years, general obesity and the risk of frailty were signi�cantly
associated (OR, 1.73; 95% CI, 1.18–2.28).[37] In another study, the correlation between BMI and frailty
showed a U-shaped curve in 3,055 community-dwelling adults aged >65 years. The subjects with BMIs of
<20 kg/m2 and ≥30 kg/m2 showed higher frailty incidence rates.[38] However, in other studies in Asia, the
correlation between obesity and frailty was not clear. According to a recent study in China that evaluated
participants aged ≥65 years, body composition and frailty were correlated. Underweight groups (BMI <
18.5 kg/m2) showed higher frailty incidence rates (OR, 4.146; 95% CI, 1.286–13.368).[20] Lee et al.
evaluated 11,844 Koreans aged ≥65 years, and compared to the normal weight group, the underweight
group showed a higher incidence rate of frailty (OR, 2.52; 95% CI, 1.72–3.69), but no statistically
signi�cant difference was found between normal weight and the other overweight and obesity groups.
[39] This result is consistent with our �ndings that the risk of frailty increases in underweight subjects
with BMIs of ≤18.5 kg/m2. Controversial results among the studies could be due to differences in
population and ethnicity. The results that indicated no correlation between obesity and frailty could be
explained by a relatively low obesity rate in Asians. The proportion of BMIs of >30 kg/m2 in an east Asian
study was 3–5%, but in a Western study, it was 26.5%.[38] Therefore, in Asians, obesity de�ned by BMI is
not adequate for predicting frailty.

The aging process results in body composition changes as fat mass increases and muscle mass
decreases; thus, BMI does not accurately represent obesity in the elderly population.[40] Therefore, in our
study, fat mass-related parameters using total and trunk fat mass and fat-free mass, and obesity by BMI
were used. In a study in Brazil with 235 elderly subjects aged >65 years, the frailty group of elderly
subjects was characterized by lower muscle mass and higher BFP.[41] In China, Xu et al. reported that the
groups with high body fat mass showed higher frailty incidence rates (OR, 1.143; 95% CI, 0.892–1.315),
and those with a higher skeletal muscle mass had a lower risk of frailty after fully adjustment of the
confounding factors (OR, 0.159; 95% CI, 0.064–0.396).[20] These results are consistent with our result
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that frailty correlates with FFMI, which represents skeletal muscle mass. Skeletal muscle mass is
important especially in the elderly population. Loss of skeletal muscle mass is a result of sarcopenia due
to aging, cachexia due to chronic disease, or atrophy due to inactivity.[42] All of these causes could be
risk factors of frailty. Weight loss is one of the frailty criteria by Fried, and the reduction in skeletal mass
in the elderly population leads to weight loss, which increases the risk of frailty in the underweight
population. The linear logistic analysis revealed that lower BMI increased the frailty incidence only in
males. The proportion of FFM, which is re�ected in BMI, was relatively higher in males than in females.
By contrast, in females, the proportion of fat-related mass was relatively high, so the increase or decrease
in FFM was not fully re�ected in BMI.

In the present study, we analyzed the groups with SPPB scores of ≤9, which de�nes poor physical
performance, and several results were meaningful. Unlike the frailty index, the BMI categories for
analyzing poor physical performance showed no statistically signi�cant differences. However, the logistic
regression analysis revealed meaningful results, and in males, the physical frailty risk was low when the
FFMI, which re�ects skeletal muscle mass, was high. In females, the fat-related indexes BMI, BFP, FMI,
and TFMI were statistically signi�cant in a fully adjusted model. FFM in males and the fat-related index in
females affected physical performance, and the previous results showed a similar pattern. In a study that
involved 1821 participants (65% female) in the United States, among the muscle mass parameters, fat
mass and SPBB score were studied. Increased BMI and BFP were associated with lower SPPB scores,
and the appendicular muscle mass showed a higher SPPB score.[43] Torres et al. evaluated 217 Mexican
subjects (65.4% females) aged >60 years and found associations among FFMI, FMI, and poor physical
performance based on SPPB scores.[44] Poor physical performance signi�cantly correlated with FMI but
not with FFMI. Owing to the relatively high rate of females in these studies, the results were consistent
with our results for females. Our results showed signi�cant differences between the sexes. Additional
research is needed on the sex difference in physical performance according to the body composition.

This study has several limitations. First, because this study was a cross-sectional analysis, we could not
evaluate longitudinal effect of body compositions on frailty or physical performance according to long‐
term changes in body composition. However, this large cohort with >1,000 participants of each sex is still
meaningful. Further prospective studies are warranted to strengthen our �ndings. Second, we could not
measure estradiol levels. This factor may intervene the relation between fat mass and physical
performances.[45-47] In postmenopausal women, higher endogenous estradiol level was associated with
frailty.[48] However, we could not measure the estradiol levels. This factor may link the correlation
between fat mass and sex hormone; therefore, further research is needed. Third, this study did not
evaluate nutrition status and polypharmacy, which both affect frailty.[49] However, this limitation was
somewhat attenuated because this study adjusted for the confounding comorbidity that causes
metabolic syndrome and musculoskeletal problems.

Conclusion
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This cross-sectional study investigated the association of body composition with frailty and poor
physical performance in a community-dwelling elderly population aged >70 years. Owing to the
differences in body composition characteristics between the sexes, each sex was analyzed separately. To
our knowledge, this is the �rst large-scale cohort study in Asia that included >1,000 participants of each
sex. Furthermore, previous studies measured fat mass by skinfold thickness and body impedance
analysis, which are less accurate than DXA. This study measured not only BMI but also body
composition including BFP, FMI, TFMI, and FFMI. Our results showed that frailty was closely correlated
with FFMI in both sexes. The SPPB scale score, which was used to evaluate physical performance,
revealed that poor physical performance associated with frailty was only associated with fat-related body
composition in females. In males, only FFMI was associated with poor physical performance. This is
considered to be the result of the difference in body composition between males and females. For
assessing frailty, body composition and sex-related differences should be analyzed. Further study is
needed to clarify the correlations between fat mass and the levels of sex hormones that affect frailty.
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Tables
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants by frailty status 
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Characteristic Non-frail Frail Total P
(n = 1923) (n = 462) (n = 2385)

Age (mean ± SD)   76.13 ± 3.7 77.9 ± 4.0 76.4 ± 3.8 <.001*

Female, n (%) 1013 (52.7) 241 (52.2) 1254 (52.6) .843

Height, cm (mean ± SD) 158.3 ± 8.3 156.7 ± 8.8 158.0 ± 8.4 <.001*

Weight, kg (mean ± SD) 61.5 ± 9.2 59.1 ± 9.8 61.0 ± 9.3 <.001*

Total fat mass, kg (mean ± SD) 19.7 ± 5.7 19.1 ± 6.2 19.6 ± 5.8 .041*

Trunk fat mass, kg (mean ± SD) 10.9 ± 3.5 10.4 ± 3.7 10.7 ± 3.6 .002*

BMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 24.49 ±
2.91

24.03 ±
3.27

24.40 ±
2.99

.003*

BFP, % (mean ± SD) 32.17 ± 7.8 32.15 ± 8.3 32.1 ± 7.9 .972

FMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 7.96 ± 2.54 7.86 ± 2.74 7.94 ± 2.58 .483

FFMI, kg/m2(mean ± SD) 16.39 ±
1.82

16.03 ±
1.81

16.33 ±
1.82

<.001*

TFMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 4.42 ± 1.52 4.27 ± 1.63 4.37 ± 1.56 .06

BMI categories, n (%) <18 28 (1.5) 22 (4.8) 20 (2.1) <.001*

  18–
24.9

1096 (57.0) 267 (57.8) 1363 (57.1)  

  25–
29.9

723 (37.6) 157 (34.0) 880 (36.9)  

  >30 76 (4.0) 16 (3.5) 92 (3.9)  

Years of education, n (%)

 

<6 769 (40.0) 242 (52.4) 1011 (42.4) <.001*

 7–12 746 (38.8) 151 (32.7) 897 (37.6)

>13 408 (21.2) 69 (14.9) 477 (20.0)

Marital status, n (%) Married 1504 (78.2) 348 (75.3) 1852 (77.7) .181

Income, million won per month, n
(%)

>3 372 (19.3) 76 (16.5) 448 (18.8) <.001*

1–3 853 (44.4) 170 (36.8) 1023 (42.9)

<1 698 (36.3) 216 (46.8) 914 (38.3)

Residency, n (%) Urban 1572 (81.7) 351 (80.1) 1942 (81.4) .41

Rural 351 (18.3) 92 (19.9) 443 (18.6)

Current smoker, n (%)   608 (31.6) 155 (33.5) 763 (32.0) .424
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Alcohol use, n (%)   1133 (58.9) 271 (58.7) 1404 (58.9) .919

Hypertension, n (%)   1075 (55.9) 276 (59.7) 1351 (56.6) .295

Dyslipidemia, n (%)   654 (34.0) 134 (29.0) 788 (33.0) .058

Diabetes mellitus, n (%)   412 (21.4) 118 (25.5) 530 (22.2) .161

Depression, n (%)   52 (2.7) 13 (2.8) 65 (2.7) .936

OA, n (%)   416 (21.6) 111 (24.0) 527 (22.1) .121

Osteoporosis, n (%)   275 (14.3) 78 (16.9) 353 (14.8) .203

WBC, 109/L (mean ± SD)   5.7 ± 1.5 6.1 ± 1.8 5.8 ± 1.5 <.001*

Hb, mmol/L (mean ± SD)   13.5 ± 1.4 13.1 ± 1.4 13.4 ± 1.4 <.001*

MMSE-KC (mean ± SD)  26.0 ± 3.0 24.7 ± 3.54 25.7 ± 3.1 <.001*

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BFP, body fat percentage; FMI, fat mass index; FFMI, fat-free mass
index; TFMI, trunk fat mass index; OA, osteoarthritis; WBC, white blood cell; Hb, hemoglobin; MMSE-KC,
Mini-Mental State Examination in the Korean version of the CERAD assessment packet

1 million won = approximately 900 USD

*P < .05

 

Table 2. Body composition characteristics by sex 
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Characteristic Male Female P

(n = 1131) (n = 1255)

Height, cm (mean ± SD) 164.8 ± 5.6 151.8 ± 5.2 <.001*

Weight, kg (mean ± SD) 65.2 ± 9.0 57.2 ± 8.0 <.001*

BMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 23.9 ± 2.8 24.7 ± 3.0 <.001*

BFP, % (mean ± SD) 26.5 ± 6.0 37.2 ± 5.8 <.001*

FMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 6.4 ± 1.9 9.2 ± 2.3 <.001*

FFMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 17.4 ± 1.6 15.3 ± 1.3 <.001*

TFMI, kg/m2 (mean ± SD) 3.68 ± 1.3 5.0 ± 1.4 <.001*

Total fat mass, kg (mean ± SD) 17.5 ± 5.5 21.4 ± 5.5 <.001*

Trunk fat mass, kg (mean ± SD) 10.0 ± 3.6 11.6 ± 3.3 <.001*

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BFP, body fat percentage; FMI, fat mass index; FFMI, fat-free mass
index; TFMI, trunk fat mass index.

*P < .05

 

Table 3. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of frailty by BMI categories
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BMI Male Female  

Categories OR

(95% CI)

P OR

(95% CI)

    P

Unadjusted

Normal weight

Underweight

Overweight

Obesity

Fully adjusted†

Normal weight

Underweight

Overweight

Obesity

 

reference

3.00 (1.49–6.01)

0.80 (0.57–1.11)

0.83 (0.31–2.22)

 

reference

2.92 (1.39–6.15)

0.72 (0.51–1.03)

0.75 (0.26–2.14)

 

 

0.002*

0.185

0.716

 

 

0.005*

0.074

0.598

 

reference

3.69 (1.31–10.36)

0.97 (0.72–1.30)

0.89 (0.45–1.75)

 

reference

2.80 (0.70–8.07)

1.02 (0.74–1.40)

0.85 (0.42–1.74)

 

 

0.013*

0.842

0.742

 

 

0.044*

0.887

0.667

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; OR, odds ratio; CI, con�dence interval.

BMIs (kg/m2) were categorized as underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal weight (18.5–24.9 kg/m2),
overweight (25–29.9 kg/m2), or obese (≥30.0 kg/m2).

*Unless otherwise indicated, the data are reported as relative risk (95% con�dence interval).

†Adjusted for age, years of education, location of residence, depression, marital status, monthly income,
smoking, alcohol drinking, and comorbidities, including diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, hypertension,
osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis.

*P < .05

 

Table 4. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of frailty by body composition
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  Male Female

OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

BMI

Unadjusted

 

0.926 (0.880–0.975)

 

.004*

 

0.969 (0.922–1.019)

 

.219

Fully adjusted† 0.914 (0.864–0.967) .002* 0.973 (0.925–1.023) .288

BFP

Unadjusted

 

1.007 (0.982–1.032)

 

.600

 

0.996 (0.973–1.020)

 

.739

Fully adjusted† 0.996 (0.970–1.022) .757 1.012 (0.986–1.039) .368

FMI

 Unadjusted

 

0.983 (0.913–1.060)

 

.662

 

0.969 (0.922–1.019)

 

.219

Fully adjusted† 0.952 (0.878–1.033) .236 1.011 (0.947–1.080) .745

FFMI

 Unadjusted

 

0.808 (0.737–0.885)

 

.000*

 

0.969 (0.922–1.019)

 

.219

Fully adjusted† 0.812 (0.736–0.896) .000* 0.891 (0.798–0.995) .041*

TFMI

 Unadjusted

 

0.923 (0.826–1.031)

 

0.157

 

0.934 (0.847–1.030)

 

.173

Fully adjusted† 881 (0.782–0.993) 0.038* 0.951 (0.857–1.056) .347

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; BFP, body fat percentage; FMI, fat mass index; FFMI, fat-free mass
index; TFMI, trunk fat mass index; OR, odds ratio; CI, con�dence interval.

*Unless otherwise indicated, the data are reported as relative risk (95% con�dence interval).

†Adjusted for age, years of education, location of residence, depression, marital status, monthly income,
smoking, alcohol drinking, and comorbidities, including diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, hypertension,
osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis

*P < .05

 

Table 5. Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses of poor physical performance (SPPB
score ≤ 9) and body composition
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  Male Female

OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

BMI

 Unadjusted

 

0.952 (0.894–1.014)

 

.129

 

1.046 (1.001–1.093)

 

.045*

Fully adjusted† 0.967 (0.903–1.036) .337 1.058 (1.008–1.111) .022*

BFP

 Unadjusted

 

1.017 (0.986–1.049)

 

.293

 

1.001 (0.978–1.024)

 

.936

Fully adjusted† 1.018 (0.985–1.052) .277 1.034 (1.008–1.061) .010*

FMI

 Unadjusted

 

1.113 (0.925–1.113)

 

.757

 

1.035 (0.976–1.097)

 

.245

Fully adjusted† 1.028 (0.929–1.137) .593 1.090 (1.023–1.161) .008*

FFMI

 Unadjusted

 

0.836 (0.748–0.935)

 

.002*

 

1.096 (0.996–1.207)

 

.062

Fully adjusted† 0.865 (0.767–0.974) .017* 1.002 (0.899–1.115) .977

TFMI

 Unadjusted

 

1.030 (0.898–1.180)

 

0.674

 

1.080 (0.984–1.186)

 

.106

Fully adjusted† 1.043 (0.901–1.208) 0.573 1.121 (1.014–1.240) .026*

Abbreviations: SPPB, short physical performance battery; BMI, body mass index; BFP, body fat
percentage; FMI, fat mass index; FFMI, fat-free mass index; TFMI, trunk fat mass index; OR, odds ratio; CI,
con�dence interval.

Unless otherwise indicated, data are reported as relative risk (95% con�dence interval).

†Adjusted for age, years of education, location of residence, depression, marital status, monthly income,
smoking, alcohol drinking, and comorbidities, including diabetes mellitus, dyslipidemia, hypertension,
osteoarthritis, and osteoporosis

*P < .05


